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Wholesale solar panels are a smart investment. Finding an installer is not difficult if you know where
to look. A qualified installer can assess your home's energy needs and make recommendations on
how to fit your home properly. They can also do the same work for commercial buildings, although
the energy needs on commercial structures are usually greater. Regardless of your specific energy
needs, solar is the wave of the future and a smart way to power your home or office.

Panels are available for commercial and home use. Dozens of companies are out there who have
multiple different brand names. Research what you are looking for and what is out there thoroughly.
Discounts are also available if you look in the right places. It is probably cheaper to buy them
wholesale than to buy them outright at a company. This can be easily found by looking carefully on
the Internet for wholesale companies.

Sun power is cleaner and greener than other forms of electrical power. The sun's energy is
renewable and unlike fossil fuels, it will not expire any time soon. Harnessing that powerful natural
energy is a good environmentally conscious way of supplying your home energy needs. It is cleaner
than coal and more sustainable. As such it has a great future as a significant resource for residential
and commercial power.

While the initial costs of converting to solar may seem high, they eventually pay for themselves in
reduced energy costs over time. In addition, it involves fewer externalized costs. Over the long run it
is a wise and prudent way to get energy. Using renewable energy sources is a good way to reduce
costs in the long run and to protect the environment.

Installation can increase your property value. Now is also a good time, because there are several
federal incentives in place to encourage the use of renewable energy. Using these subsidies can
save you money during installation. Because of these sorts of financial incentives, now is an
intelligent time to begin the installation process.

Solar grid-tie and hybrid systems are the two ways to install a panel. Each has their pros and cons.
Hybrid systems can be more inexpensive, but may not be as efficient. There are also the mounting
structure you must consider. There are several such as roof mounting, top-of-pole, side-of-pole, and
trackers. Trackers are good in the summer time when water is needed most and side-of-pole
mounts are good for smaller jobs where there is already a mount on site.

Top-of-pole mounts are best suited for cold weather as they do not tend to collect snow. They are
also less prone to vandalism or theft than ground mounts, which are easier to access. Choosing the
right system depends upon the specific needs of your property.

Installing wholesale solar panels can help you with your home or office energy needs. It is wise to
have the solar fitting connected to your air conditioning system to avoid racking up extensive cooling
bills. Installing panels is not only wise but it is an environmentally friendly way to bring electricity and
energy into your home or business.
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Tracy Narvaez - About Author:
You can find a summary of the reasons why you should install solar panels in your home and
information about a reputable a wholesale solar panels supplier at http://clearenergy-
inc.com/products/ today.
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